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September 5, 07
Mr David Davis
Chair
.'.
Committee to investigate sale cif public land for private development
Legislati ve Council
Parliament of Victoria
11.ELBOURNE 3000
Dear Mr Davis
May I provide the following submission regarding the value of public land
and the process for its sale and development.
The value of certain public land - built, cultivated and natural, may be
widely held as self-evident - 'iconic' and hence relatively secure, such as the
Melbourne Botanic Gardens. At other times, land may be disposed of with
little public knowledge or assessed value, depending which of the
innumerable legal, governmental and administrative categories of public
open space apply. It may also be subject to long drawn out dispute, between
interests usually unevenly matched in terms of power and resources - often
community versus government seeking to divest itself for a variety of
reasons, or in response to private~proposals for economic development.
Many years were spent in community campaigning in the 70s, for example,
to secure sites of the significance of the Queen Victoria Market from sale
and development (amongst other.proposals as a World Trade Centre); the
Abbotsford Convent and gardens (publicly purchased for a tertiary education
campus) from sale for development by a Singaporean company, Australand,
for apartments; and Albert Park for progressive alienation for commercial
structures and activities. These represent some of the higher profile
campaigns - the first two apparently successful and the last unsuccessful.
Papers I have written relevant to the subject include:
•

Melbourne's Royal Park: Landscape Australia, (1999) 20 (4)

•

Munro, A, B. King and MJ. Polonsky "Stakeholder Involvement
the Public Planning Process - The Case ofthe Proposed Twelve
Apostles Visitor Centre," Journal of Hospitality and Tourism
Management, (2006) 13 (I)

in

The first was based on four years campaigning, as convenor of the Royal
Park Protection Group over 'parkland reserved in perpetuity' by Queen
Victoria yet alienated for commercial purposes at the (at first
unacknowledged) behest of the Commonwealth Games/Major Events
Committee, at a time when the state government had sacked all but one
municipal council, including the Melbourne City Council. The relevant
Victorian legislation (Crown Land Reserves Act) was simply changed by
parliament, several days before a listed Supreme Court challenge. We' had
earlier been 'evicted' from the park by a bureaucrat declaring that our
license (as for a sporting club) had been withdrawn!
The second paper was based on a masters thesis examining the decision
making process associated with a proposal to build a Visitor Centre and
Hotel in Port Campbell National Park. Only sustained political campaigning
prevented this construction, (in the wake of the 'Save the Prom' campaign),
despite legislation 'protecting' the park for the 'primary purpose of
conservation'. A handful of dedicated and intelligent activists, with critical
support from the Victorian National Parks Association and National Trust,
as well as a supportive MP, were ultimately successful. Significantly, a
decade later, the development proposal is back on the (now ALP)
government agenda, with support from regional and state tourism bodies.
It is apparent that public land has many values and that often public holdings
(urban and rural) include valuable remnants of significant biodiversity; the
basis upon which it is assessed as of significance is insufficiently rigorous,
consistent and transparent. Hence two independent panels are currently
investigating the environmental effects of deepening the Port Phillip Bay
and the need for another cross city freeway link. Yet in both cases, the
premier has championed the outcome, preempting the panels' findings. Such
instances reflect the lack of due process which also applies to assessment
and possible disposal of public land.
The fundamental issue is therefore one of entrenchment and protection of
democratic rights and process (eg third party rights) in order that the
ecological and cultural (as well as associated economic and social) value and
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benefits may be determined before land is disposed of. The promise of 'no
net loss of parkland' has been honoured more in the breach than the
observance. Changes of government also mean compensation (eg for the
public open space which once characterised the sporting complexes in
Batman Avenue) does not in practice occur and the promise merely a ruse
for allaying community concern. Indeed, where there are not adjacent
residential communities, such public land is more readily and secretly
disposed of.
There is an evident lack of assurance at all three levels of government for
adequate environmental impact assessment and hence risk of incremental
loss (of vegetation, wetlands, habitat) as has characterized Victorian
practice. There is also bias, (even in 'quantified' assessment, such as for
freeway construction) in favour of narrowly defined, short term economic
benefit (See New Statesman, August 9: The Road Fix). As has been
documented by the Brookings Institution publication - Sports, Jobs and
Taxes: The Economic Impact of Sports Teams and Stadiums (NolI, Rand
Zimbalist, A 1997), the post industrial US economy has intensified an
historic readiness of city governments to allocate land for events/commercial
infrastructure, plebiscite or no plebiscite to the contrary. Such allocation of
public land for sports infrastructure is also extremely evident in Melbourne
and the public loss of land uncompensated and, in any event, irreplaceable

Given the above observations I recommend that the
Legislative Council Committee:
Seek expertise in drafting a legislative and management model to govern
disposal of public land drawing on best practice in Australia and abroad (as
in Vancouver, Canada) from: the Victorian Environment Defenders Office,
the VNP A, the National Trust (Victoria) and Professor Murray Raff, Chair,
Canberra University Law School.
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